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"National narrow
mindedness is every
where repellent, but in 
Germany it is positively 
odius, ... " 

(MarxjEnge/s "The German Ideolo
gy", 1846, tome 3, pg. 497) 

October 3, 1990: Is the annexation of the GDR and West Berlin complete? 

The last word has not yet 
been spoken! 

The West German bourgeoisie in triumph: October 3, 1990 is intended to put the seal on the complete legal and political annexation 
or the GDR and West Beriin. The final stroke is intended to be drawn under the "Post-War Era". 

West German imperialists are celebrating, since all the consequences orWorld War II which resulted from the unconditional surrender 
or Germany to the powers of the "Anti-Hitler Coalition", are now finally intended to be undone. 

The results of the so-called "2 + 4 Discussions" seem to prove them right. These four states have "forgotten and forgiven" everything. 
But the peoples of the world know and remember: 

A new chapter in the blood-stained history of (West) German imperialism has begun. 

Karl Marx's Call Is More Current Than Ever: 

Fight the German Conditions! 
"Fight the Gennan conditions! Absolutely I They are beneath the dignity of history, they are 

below all criticism, but they remain the object of criticism, just as the criminal beneath the level 
of humanity remains the object of the executioner. In the fight against them critique in no passion 
of the head, it is the head of passion. It is no anatomical scalpel, it is a weapon. Its object is its 
enemy, whom it wishes not to refute, but to destroy. 

It is a question of not allowing the Germans even a single moment of self-deception and 
resignation. One must make the real pressure more pressing by adding to it the awareness of this 
pressure, make the shame more shamefully by making it public. One must portray every sphere 
of Gennan society as the shameful stain of German society, one mnst compel these petrified 
conditions to dance by playing them your own melodies!'' 

(Karl Marx, "Critique of the Helegian Philosophy of Law. Introduction.", 1844, Works of 
Marx-Engels, Vol.l, pg.380f381, German edition) 








